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(57) A spine formation device (3; 300) includes a
sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) to transport a bundle of folded
sheets with the folded portion of the bundle forming a
front end portion thereof, a clamping unit (325,326; 350)
to clamp the bundle from both sides in a direction of thick-
ness, a spine forming member (330; 360) to flatten the
folded portion of the bundle, disposed in that order in a
sheet conveyance direction, and a controller (110) that

causes the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) to transport the bun-
dle of folded sheets to a first position downstream from
an upstream end of the spine forming member (330; 360)
in the sheet conveyance direction and to reverse the bun-
dle a predetermined distance from the first position to a
second position upstream from the first position in the
sheet conveyance direction before the clamping unit
(325,326; 350) clamps the bundle.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a spine formation device to form a spine of a bundle of folded sheets,
an image forming system including the spine formation device, a sheet processing system including the spine formation
device, and a method of forming a spine of a bundle of folded sheets.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Post-processing apparatuses to perform post processing of sheets, such as, aligning, sorting, stapling, punch-
ing, and folding of sheets are widely used and are often disposed downstream from an image forming apparatus to
perform post-processing of the sheets output from the image forming apparatus. At present, post-processing apparatuses
generally perform saddle-stitching, that is, stitching or stapling a bundle of sheets along its centerline, in addition to
conventional edge-stitching along an edge portion of sheets. Therefore, to improve the quality of output sheets, several
approaches to shape the folded portion of a bundle of saddle-stitched sheets have been proposed.
[0003] More specifically, when a bundle of sheets is saddle-stitched or saddle-stapled and then folded in two (hereinafter
"booklet"), the folded portion around its spine tends to bulge, degrading the overall appearance of the booklet. In addition,
because the bulging spine makes the booklet thicker on the spine side and thinner on the opposite side, when the
booklets are piled together with the bulging spines on the same side, the piled booklets tilt more as the number of the
booklets increases. Consequently, the booklets might fall over when piled together.
[0004] Therefore, in saddle-stitching or saddle-stapling, which is widely used as a simple bookbinding method, it is
preferred to reduce bulging of the spine of the bundle of sheets thus bound , that is, to flatten the spine of the booklet.
When the spine of the booklet is flattened, bulging of the booklet can be reduced, and accordingly multiple booklets can
be piled together. This flattening is important for ease of storage and transport because it is difficult to stack booklets
together if their spines bulge, making it difficult to store or carry them. With this reformation, relatively large number of
booklets can be piled together. It is to be noted that the term "spine" used herein means not only the stitched or stapled
side of the booklet but also portions of the front cover and the back cover continuous with the spine.
[0005] For example, in JP-2001-260564-A, the spine of the booklet is flattened using a pressing member configured
to clamp simultaneously, from a front cover side and a back cover side of the booklet, an end portion of the booklet
adjacent to the spine, and a spine forming roller configured to roll along the spine longitudinally. The spine forming roller
moves at least once over the entire length of the spine of the booklet being fixed by the pressing member while applying
to the spine a pressure sufficient to flatten the spine. Hereinafter the above-described mechanism is referred to as a
spine formation mechanism.
[0006] Although this approach can flatten the spine of the booklet to a certain extent, it is possible that the sheets
might wrinkle and be torn around the spine or folded portion because the pressure roller applies localized pressure to
the spine continuously. In addition, although generally not noticeable, it is possible that the sheets might wrinkle inside
the folded portion.
[0007] More specifically, referring to FIG 1, the spine formation mechanism flattens a leading edge portion SA1 of a
booklet SA to make a square spine SA2 shown in FIG 2A. However, in the above-described approach, wrinkles SA3
can be created on the inner side of the booklet SA as shown in FIG 2B.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] It is a general object of the present invention to provide an improved and useful spine formation device and a
sheet processing system in which the above-described problems are eliminated. In order to achieve the above-described
object, there is provided a spine formation device according to claim 1.
[0009] Advantageously, the spine formation device includes a sheet conveyer that conveys the bundle of folded sheets
with a folded portion of the bundle forming a front end portion of the bundle, a clamping unit disposed downstream from
the sheet conveyer in a sheet conveyance direction in which the bundle of folded sheets is transported, a spine forming
member disposed downstream from the clamping unit in the sheet conveyance direction to flatten the folded portion of
the bundle into a square spine, and a controller operatively connected to the sheet conveyer as well as the clamping
unit. The clamping unit is movable in a direction of thickness of the bundle to clamp the bundle with the folded portion
of the bundle projecting from a downstream end of the clamping unit in the sheet conveyance direction. The spine forming
member flattens the folded portion of the bundle into a square spine. The controller causes the sheet conveyer to transport
the bundle of folded sheets to a first position a predetermined distance downstream in the sheet conveyance direction
from a second position at which the bundle is clamped by the clamping unit and to reverse the bundle from the first
position to the second position before the clamping unit clamps the bundle.
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[0010] In another embodiment, a sheet processing system includes an image forming apparatus, a sheet processing
apparatus to fold a sheet, and the spine formation device described above.
[0011] Further, there is provided a spine formation method according to claim 8 used in a spine formation device
including a clamping unit and a spine forming member to flatten a folded portion of a bundle of folded sheets into a
square spine. Advantageously, the method includes a step of conveying the bundle of folded sheets with the folded
portion of the bundle forming a front end portion of the bundle to a first position a predetermined distance downstream
in a sheet conveyance direction from a second position at which the bundle is clamped, a step of reversing the bundle
from the first position to the second position, a step of clamping the bundle from both sides in a direction of thickness
of the bundle with the folded portion of the bundle projecting from a downstream end of the clamping unit in the sheet
conveyance direction, and a step of flattening the folded portion of the bundle. The predetermined distance equals an
amount to cancel out a difference between S1 and S2 when S1 represents a difference in length between an inner
circumference and an outer circumference of the folded portion of the bundle that is not flattened by the spine forming
member and S2 represents a difference in length between an inner circumference and an outer circumference of the
folded portion of the bundle flattened by the spine forming member.
[0012] Advantageous embodiments are defined by the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] A more complete appreciation of the disclosure and many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily
obtained as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description when considered
in connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
[0014] FIG 1 illustrates a leading edge portion of a bundle of folded sheets that is not flattened;
[0015] FIG 2A illustrates a leading edge portion of a bundle of folded sheets flattened using a related art;
[0016] FIG 2B illustrates wrinkles inside the folded portion of the bundle of folded sheets (booklet) flattened using a
related art;
[0017] FIG 3 illustrates a spine formation system according to an embodiment;
[0018] FIGS. 4A and 4B are respectively a top view and a side view illustrating the booklet transported in a comparative
spine forming operation;
[0019] FIGS. 5A and 5B are respectively a top view and a side view illustrating the comparative spine forming operation,
in which the folded portion of the booklet is clamped by a clamping unit;
[0020] FIGS. 6A and 6B are respectively a top view and a side view illustrating the comparative spine forming operation,
in which a spine forming roller flattens the folded portion of the booklet;
[0021] FIGS. 7A and 7B respectively illustrate the spine of the booklet after spine formation and the leading edge
portion of the booklet whose leading edge portion is not flattened;
[0022] FIG 7C is a graph that illustrates differences in length between the inner circumference and the outer circum-
ference of the leading edge portion shown in FIG 7B and differences in length between the inner circumference and the
outer circumference of the spine shown in FIG 7A;
[0023] FIG 8 illustrates a principle of creation of wrinkles inside the spine of the booklet;
[0024] FIGS. 9A through 9G illustrate spine formation to prevent creation of wrinkles inside the spine of the booklet;
[0025] FIG 10 illustrates a spine formation system including a post-processing apparatus and a spine formation device
according to an embodiment of the present invention;
[0026] FIG 11 is a front view illustrating a configuration of the post-processing apparatus shown in FIG 10;
[0027] FIG 12 illustrates the post-processing apparatus in which a bundle of sheets is transported;
[0028] FIG 13 illustrates stapling of bundle of sheets along the centerline in the post-processing apparatus;
[0029] FIG 14 illustrates the post-processing apparatus in which the bundle of sheets is set at a center-folding position;
[0030] FIG 15 illustrates the post-processing apparatus in which the bundle of sheets is being folded in two;
[0031] FIG 16 illustrates the post-processing apparatus from which the bundle of folded sheets is discharged;
[0032] FIG 17 is a front view illustrating a configuration of the spine formation devices shown in FIG 10;
[0033] FIG 18A illustrates an initial state of a transport unit of the spine formation device shown in FIG 10 to transport
a bundle of folded sheets,
[0034] FIG 18B illustrates a state of the transport unit shown in FIG 10 in which the bundle of folded sheets is transported;
[0035] FIGS. 19A and 19B are diagrams of another configuration of the transport unit and illustrate an initial state and
a state when the bundle of folded sheets is transported thereto, respectively;
[0036] FIG 20 illustrates a state of the spine formation device when the bundle of folded sheets is transported therein;
[0037] FIG 21 illustrates a process of spine formation performed by the spine formation device, in which the leading
edge of the bundle of folded sheets is in contact with a contact plate;
[0038] FIG 22 illustrates a process of spine formation performed by the spine formation device, in which a pair of
auxiliary pressure plates approaches the bundle of folded sheets to squeeze it;
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[0039] FIG 23 illustrates a process of spine formation performed by the spine formation device, in which the pair of
auxiliary pressure plates squeezes the bundle of folded sheets;
[0040] FIG 24 illustrates a process of spine formation performed by the spine formation device, in which a pair of
pressure plates squeezes the bundle of folded sheets;
[0041] FIG 25 illustrates completion of spine formation performed by the spine formation device, in which the pair of
auxiliary pressure plates and the pair of pressure plates are disengaged from the bundle of folded sheets;
[0042] FIG 26 illustrates a state in which the bundle of folded sheets is discharged from the spine formation device
after spine formation;
[0043] FIG 27 illustrates a spine formation system including a post-processing apparatus and a spine formation device
according to another embodiment of the present invention; and
[0044] FIG 28 is a block diagram illustrating circuitry of a control circuit of the sheet processing system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0045] In describing preferred embodiments illustrated in the drawings, specific terminology is employed for the sake
of clarity. However, the disclosure of this patent specification is not intended to be limited to the specific terminology so
selected, and it is to be understood that each specific element includes all technical equivalents that operate in a similar
manner and achieve a similar result.
[0046] Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference numerals designate identical or corresponding parts
throughout the several views thereof, and particularly to FIG. 3, a spine formation device according to an embodiment
of the present invention is described.

(First embodiment)

[0047] FIG 3 illustrates a spine formation device according to a first embodiment.
[0048] As shown in FIG 3, a spine formation device 300 may be incorporated in an image forming system or sheet
processing system. In the sheet processing system shown in FIG 3, a post-processing apparatus 2 is connected to a
downstream side of an image forming apparatus 1, and the spine formation device 300 is connected to a downstream
side of the post-processing apparatus 2 in a direction in which a bundle of sheets is transported (hereinafter "sheet
conveyance direction"). In the present embodiment, the spine formation device 300 includes a clamping unit constituted
of pressure plates 350, a spine forming roller 360 serving as a spine forming member, and a pair of conveyance rollers Rer.
[0049] Before describing the first embodiment, spine formation according to a comparative example is described below
with reference to FIGS. 4A through 6.
[0050] FIGS. 4A and 4B are respectively a plan view and a front view that illustrate a main portion of a comparative
spine formation device.
[0051] As shown in FIGS. 4A and 4B, the comparative spine formation device includes pressure members 350Z and
a spine forming roller 360Z. The booklet SA is transported from an upstream apparatus, and, in the comparative spine
formation device, the booklet SA is stopped at a spine formation position at which a folded leading edge portion SA1
projects downward beyond an upstream end of the spine forming roller 360Z in the sheet conveyance direction by an
amount necessary for bulging the leading edge portion SA1 to form a flat spine SA2. Then, as shown in FIGS. 5A and
5B, the pressure members 350Z clamp the booklet SA, causing the leading edge portion SA1 to bulge. In this state, the
spine forming roller 360Z rolls on the leading edge portion SA1 of the booklet SA as shown in FIG 6A, flattening it into
the square spine SA2 shown in FIG 6B. It is to be noted that, in this specification, reference character SA represents a
bundle of folded sheets (booklet), and SB represents a bundle of sheets that are not folded.
[0052] FIGS. 7A and 7B respectively illustrate the spine SA2 of the booklet SA after spine formation and the leading
edge portion SA1 of the booklet whose leading edge portion is not flattened.
[0053] In FIGS. 7A and 7B, reference characters L1 and L1i respectively represent an outer circumferential length
and an inner circumferential length of the leading edge portion SA1 of the booklet that is not flattened, L2 and L2i
respectively represent an outer circumferential length and an inner circumferential length of the leading edge portion
(spine SA2) of the booklet SA after spine formation, and T represents a thickness of the bundle that is not folded.
Additionally, r and R respectively represent a radius of the inner circumference of the folded portion and the sum of the
radius r and the thickness T of the bundle.
[0054] FIG 7C is a graph that illustrates a difference S1 in length between the inner circumference L1i and the outer
circumference L1 of the leading edge portion SA1 shown in FIG 7B that is not flattened and a difference S2 in length
between the inner circumference L2i and the outer circumference L2 of the spine SA2 shown in FIG 7A. The difference
S1 in length between the inner circumference L1i and the outer circumference L1 of the leading edge portion SA1
(hereinafter also "circumferential difference S1") can be expressed by the following formula: 
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[0055] For example, when folded, a booklet SB (unfolded sheets) having a thickness of 3 mm becomes a booklet SA
having a thickness of 6 mm. In this case, the circumferential difference S1 of the leading edge portion SA1 is 9.42 mm.
[0056] By contrast, the difference S2 between the inner circumference L2i and the outer circumference L2 of the
square spine SA2, shown in FIG 7A, of the booklet SA after spine formation (hereinafter also "circumferential difference
S2") can be expressed as follows: 

[0057] When the conditions are the same, the circumferential difference S2 is 12 mm.
[0058] In other words, the difference between the inner circumference and the outer circumference is different by 2.58
mm depending on whether or not spine formation is performed. The difference of 2.58 mm becomes a surplus inside
the folded portion when the spine SA2 is formed by the spine forming roller 360Z rolling on the leading edge portion
SA1 as shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B, resulting in the wrinkles SA3 shown in FIG 6B. Referring to FIG 7C, the difference
increases as the thickness of the bundle of sheets increases. Creation of wrinkles is inevitable in the process shown in
FIGS. 4A through 6B.
[0059] In view of the foregoing, it is preferred to reduce bulging of booklets efficiently while reducing wrinkles of sheets,
damage to the booklet, and the energy consumption.
[0060] In an aspect of the present invention, during spine formation, the difference between the inner circumference
and the outer circumference of the booklet is adjusted to inhibit the sheets from wrinkling inside the folded portion.
[0061] More specifically, in the present embodiment, before the pressure plates 350 (i.e., clamping unit) clamp the
booklet SA in spine formation, the circumferential difference S1 is adjusted to the circumferential difference S2 of the
square spine SA2, thereby eliminating the extra length created inside the folded portion.
[0062] Table 1 shown below illustrates the relation between the thickness of the booklet and the extra length (S2-S1)
to be eliminated.

[0063] In the present embodiment, the amount by which the leading edge of the booklet projects (hereinafter "projection
amount") is adjusted to eliminate the extra length (S2-S1). More specifically, driving of the pair of conveyance rollers
Rer positioned upstream from the clamping unit (pressure plates 350) is controlled so that the pair of conveyance rollers
Rer rotates in reverse immediately before spine formation. With this operation, the leading edge portion SA1 of the
booklet SA is transported in reverse a predetermined distance, increasing the above-described circumferential difference.
[0064] A principle of this operation is described below with reference to FIG 8.
[0065] As shown in FIG 8, an outer sheet Sout of the booklet SA is transported by the amount by which the radius r
of the conveyance roller Rer rotates, whereas an inner sheet Sin of the booklet SA is transported by the amount by
which the apparent radius R (r+T) of the conveyance roller Rer rotates. It is to be noted that reference character T
represents the thickness of the bundle SB (unfolded sheets), and hereinafter reference character T2 represents the
thickness of the folded booklet SA. That is, when the conveyance rollers Rer keep transporting the booklet SA in the
state shown in FIG 8, the amount by which the inner sheet Sin is transported (hereinafter "conveyance amount") becomes
greater than the conveyance amount of the outer sheet Sout gradually.
[0066] When the difference between the folded leading edge of the inner sheet Sin and the folded leading edge of the
outer sheet Sout is referred to as a center projection amount S, the center projection amount S of the booklet SA having
a thickness T2 of 6 mm (the bundle SB having a thickness T of 3 mm) is 2.58 mm as described above. When this is

(Table 1)

THICKNESS 2T OF BOOKLET (mm) THICKNESS T OF UNFOLDED SHEETS (mm) S2-S1 (mm)

1.00 0.50 0.43

2.00 1.00 0.86

3.00 1.50 1.29

4.00 2.00 1.72

5.00 2.50 2.15

6.00 3.00 2.58
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converted into a rotational angle θ, θ = 49.18°.
[0067] Table 2 shows the thickness T2 of the booklet SA, the center projection amount S, and the rotational angle θ
of the conveyance roller Rer calculated when the thickness of the bundle SB is 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm.

[0068] From Table 2, it can be known that the rotational angle θ of the conveyance roller Rer corresponding to the
center projection amount S is 49.18° regardless of the thickness T of the bundle SB. In other words, the center projection
amount S is dependent on the thickness T of the bundle SB and the thickness T2 of the booklet SA, and the extra length
(S2- S1) is dependent on the circumferential difference. Therefore, the extra length equals the center projection amount S. 

[0069] Consequently, when the center projection amount S is zero, the extra length is not created inside the folded
portion of the booklet SA. It means that, in theory, transporting the booklet SA in the direction reverse to the folded side
can eliminate the extra length created inside the folded portion of the booklet SA preliminarily.
[0070] Operation of the spine formation device 300 according to the present embodiment is described below with
reference to FIGS. 9A through 9G
[0071] FIGS. 9A through 9G are front views illustrating a main portion of the spine formation device 300 and correspond
to FIGS. 4A through 6B.
[0072] In the spine formation mechanism shown in FIGS. 9A through 9G, the pair of conveyance rollers Rer are added
to the comparative configuration shown in FIGS. 4A through 6B.
[0073] The conveyance rollers Rer are disposed upstream from the pressure plates 350 in the sheet conveyance
direction, and the spine forming roller 360 is disposed downstream from the pressure plates 350 in that direction. These
components are driven by respective driving mechanisms. A control configuration is described later with reference to
FIG 28. The conveyance rollers Rer can transport the booklet SA and stop it at given positions. The conveyance rollers
Rer initially stops the booklet SA at a position (first position) downstream from the spine formation position (second
position) and reverses the booklet SA to the second position.
[0074] More specifically, a control circuit 110 shown in FIG 28 of the spine formation device 300 or the image forming
system including it calculates the above-described amount necessary for forming the spine SA2 of the booklet SA and
the extra length (S2-S 1) created inside the folded portion. The extra length equals the center projection amount S, that
is, the amount by which the booklet SA is transported in reverse.
[0075] Referring to FIG 9A, the conveyance rollers Rer transport the booklet SA in the direction indicated by arrow
D1 to the first position, which is downstream from a position where the booklet SA contacts the upstream edge of the
spine forming roller 360 in the sheet conveyance direction by the sum of the center projection amount S and the amount
necessary for forming the spine. In FIG 9B, the conveyance rollers Rer stop the booklet SA at the first position. Subse-
quently, as shown in FIG 9C, the control circuit 110 (shown in FIG 28) reduces the pressure between the conveyance
rollers Rer, thereby reducing the projection amount of the inner sheet Sin. Then, the pressure between the conveyance
rollers Rer is again increased. The reduction in pressure between the conveyance rollers Rer to adjust the projection
amount of the inner sheet Sin is within an extent that no gaps are created between sheets.
[0076] Subsequently, as shown in FIG 9D, the control circuit 110 causes the conveyance rollers Rer to rotate in reverse
as indicated by arrow R2 to transport the booklet SA in reverse as indicated by arrow D2 by the center projection amount
S to cancel out the extra length (S2-S1). Then, as shown in FIG 9E, the pressure plates 350 clamp the leading edge
portion SA1 of the booklet SA. It is to be noted that the position to which the booklet SA is reversed is the spine formation
position because, in FIG 9A, the booklet SA is transported to the first position downstream from the contact position

(Table 2)

THICKNESS 2T OF BOOKLET 
(mm)

THICKNESS T OF UNFOLDED 
SHEETS (mm)

CENTER PROJECTION 
AMOUNT S (mm)

ANGLE θ

1.00 0.50 0.43 49.18

2.00 1.00 0.86 49.18

3.00 1.50 1.29 49.18

4.00 2.00 1.72 49.18

5.00 2.50 2.15 49.18

6.00 3.00 2.58 49.18
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between the booklet SA and the spine forming roller 360 (i.e., upstream end of the spine forming roller 360) by the sum
of the center projection amount S and the mount necessary for forming the spine.
[0077] In this state, as shown in FIG 9F, the spine forming roller 360 rolls on the leading edge portion SA1 of the
booklet SA (in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the paper on which FIG 9F is drawn) and applies pressure
to the leading edge portion SA1 in the direction indicated by arrow D2 in FIG 9D. In this process, the folded leading edge
portion SA1 of the booklet SA is shaped into a flat spine SA2. After spine formation, in FIG 9G, the pressure between
the pressure plates 350 is reduced and the booklet SA is released. The conveyance rollers Rer transport the booklet
SA downstream as indicated by arrow R1, and then the book SA is discharged.
[0078] Thus, the flat spine SA2 can be formed, reducing the thickness of the folded sheets. At that time, because the
center projection amount S is reduced to zero as described above, no wrinkles SA3 are created inside the booklet SA,
producing high-quality spines.

(Second embodiment)

[0079] FIG 10 illustrates a sheet processing system including a post-processing apparatus 2 and a spine formation
device 3 according to a second embodiment of the present invention.
[0080] In this system, the post-processing apparatus 2 performs saddle-stitching or saddle-stapling, that is, stitches
or staples, along its centerline, a bundle of sheets discharged thereto by a pair of discharge rollers 10 from the image
forming apparatus 1 and then folds the bundle of sheets along the centerline, after which a pair of discharge rollers 231
transports the bundle of folded sheets (booklet) to the spine formation device 3. Then, the spine formation device 3
flattens the folded portion of the booklet and discharges it outside the spine formation device 3.
[0081] The image forming apparatus 1 may be a copier, a printer, a facsimile machine, or a multifunction machine
including at least two of those functions that forms images on sheets of recording media based on image data input by
users or read by an image reading unit. The spine formation device 3 includes conveyance belts 311 and 312 (conveyance
unit 31), auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321, pressure plates 325 and 326, a contact plate 330 (spine forming member),
and discharge rollers 340 and 341 (discharge unit) disposed in that order in the sheet conveyance direction. The auxiliary
pressure plates 320 and 321 and the pressure plates 325 and 326 together form a clamping unit.
[0082] FIG 11 illustrates a configuration of the post-processing apparatus 2 shown in FIG 10.
[0083] Referring to FIG 11, an entrance path 241, a sheet path 242, and a center-folding path 243 are formed in the
post-processing apparatus 2. A pair of entrance rollers 201 provided extreme upstream in the entrance path 241 in the
sheet conveyance direction receives a bundle of aligned sheets transported by the discharge rollers 10 of the image
forming apparatus 1. It is to be noted that hereinafter "upstream" and "downstream" refer to those in the sheet conveyance
direction unless otherwise specified.
[0084] A separation pawl 202 is provided downstream from the entrance rollers 201 in the entrance path 241. The
separation pawl 202 extends horizontally in the drawings and switches the sheet conveyance direction between a
direction toward the sheet path 242 and that toward the center-folding path 243. The sheet path 242 extends horizontally
from the entrance path 241 and guides the bundle of sheets to a downstream device or a discharge tray, not shown,
and a pair of upper discharge rollers 203 discharges the bundle of sheets from the sheet path 242. The center-folding
path 243 extends vertically in the drawings from the separation pawl 202, and the bundle of sheets is transported along
the folding path 243 when at least one of stapling and folding is performed.
[0085] Along the center-folding path 243, an upper sheet guide 207 and a lower sheet guide 208 to guide the bundle
of sheets are provided above and beneath a folding plate 215, respectively, and the folding plate 215 is used to fold the
bundle of sheets along its centerline. A pair of upper transport rollers 205, a trailing-edge alignment pawl 221, and a
pair of lower transport rollers 206 are provided along the upper sheet guide 207 in that order from the top in FIG 11. The
trailing-edge alignment pawl 221 is attached to a pawl driving belt 222 driven by a driving motor, not shown, and extends
perpendicularly to a surface of the driving belt 222. As the pawl driving belt 222 rotates opposite directions alternately,
the trailing-edge alignment pawl 221 pushes a trailing-edge of the bundle of sheets toward a movable fence 210 disposed
in a lower portion in FIG 11, thus aligning the bundle of sheets. Additionally, the trailing-edge pawl 221 moves away
from the upper sheet guide 207 as indicated by broken lines shown in FIG 11 when the bundle of sheets enters the
center-folding path 243 and when the bundle of sheets ascends to be folded. It is to be noted that, in FIG 11, reference
numeral 294 represents a pawl home position (HP) detector that detects the trailing-edge alignment pawl 221 at a home
position away from the center-folding path 243, indicated by the broken lines shown in FIG 11. The trailing-edge alignment
pawl 221 is controlled with reference to the home position.
[0086] A saddle stapler S1, a pair of jogger fences 225, and the movable fence 210 are provided along the lower sheet
guide 208 in that order from the top in FIG 11. The lower sheet guide 208 receives the bundle of sheets guided by the
upper sheet guide 207, and the pair of jogger fences 225 extends in a sheet width direction perpendicular to the sheet
conveyance direction. The movable fence 210 positioned beneath the lower sheet guide 208 moves vertically, and a
leading edge of the bundle of sheets contacts the movable fence 210.
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[0087] The saddle stapler S1 staples the bundle of sheets along its centerline. While supporting the leading edge of
the bundle of sheets, the movable fence 210 moves vertically, thus positioning a center portion of the bundle of sheets
at a position facing the saddle stapler S1, where saddle stapling is performed. The movable fence 210 is supported by
a fence driving mechanism 210a and can move from the position of a fence HP detector 292 disposed above the stapler
S1 to a bottom position in the post-processing apparatus 2 in FIG 11. A movable range of the movable fence 210 that
contacts the leading edge of the bundle of sheets is set so that strokes of the movable fence 210 can align sheets of
any size processed by the post-processing apparatus 2. It is to be noted that, for example, a rack-and-pinion may be
used as the fence driving mechanism 210a.
[0088] The folding plate 215, a pair of folding rollers 230, and a discharge path 244, and the pair of lower discharge
rollers 231 are provided horizontally between the upper sheet guide 207 and the lower sheet guide 208, that is, in a
center portion of the center-folding path 243 in FIG 11. The folding plate 215 can move reciprocally back and forth
horizontally in the drawing in the folding operation, and the folding plate 215 is aligned with a position where the folding
rollers 230 press against each other (hereinafter "nip") in that direction. The discharge path 244 is positioned also on
an extension line from the line connecting them. The lower discharge rollers 231 are disposed extreme downstream in
the discharge path 244 and discharge the bundle of folded sheets to a subsequent stage.
[0089] Additionally, a sheet detector 291 provided on a lower side of the upper sheet guide 207 in FIG 11 detects the
leading edge of the bundle of sheets that passes a position facing the folding plate 215a (hereinafter "folding position")
in the center-folding path 243. Further, a folded portion detector 293 provided along the discharge path 224 detects the
folded leading-edge portion (hereinafter simply "folded portion") of the bundle of folded sheets, thereby recognizes the
passage of the bundle of folded sheets.
[0090] Saddle-stapling and center-folding performed by the post-processing apparatus 2 shown in FIG 10 are described
briefly below with reference to FIGS. 12 through 16.
[0091] When a user selects saddle-stapling and center-folding via an operation panel 113 (shown in FIG 28) of the
image forming apparatus 1, the separation pawl 202 pivots counterclockwise in FIG 12, thereby guiding the bundle of
sheets to be stapled and folded to the center-folding path 243. The separation pawl 202 is driven by a solenoid, not
shown. Alternatively, the separation pawl 202 may be driven by a motor.
[0092] A bundle of sheets SB transported to the center-folding path 243 is transported by pair of entrance rollers 201
and the pair of upper transport rollers 205 downward in the center-folding path 243 in FIG 3. After the sheet detector
291 detects the passage of the bundle of sheets SB, the lower transport rollers 206 transport the bundle of sheets SB
until the leading edge of the bundle of sheets SB contacts the movable fence 210 as shown in FIG 12. At that time, the
movable fence 210 is at a standby position varied in the vertical direction shown in FIG 3 according to sheet size data,
that is, sheet size data in the sheet conveyance direction, transmitted from the image forming apparatus 1 shown in FIG
1. Simultaneously, the lower transport rollers 206 sandwich the bundle of sheets SB therebetween, and the trailing-edge
alignment pawl 221 is at the home position.
[0093] Referring to FIG 13, when the pair of lower transport rollers 206 is moved away from each other as indicated
by arrow a shown in FIG 13, releasing the trailing edge of the bundle SB whose leading edge is in contact with the
movable fence 210, the trailing-edge alignment pawl 221 is driven to push the trailing edge of the bundle SB, thus
completing alignment of the bundle of sheets SB in the sheet conveyance direction indicated by arrow a.
[0094] Subsequently, the bundle of sheets SB is aligned in the sheet width direction perpendicular to the sheet con-
veyance direction by the pair of jogger fences 225, and thus alignment of the bundle of sheets SB in both the sheet
width direction and the sheet conveyance direction is completed. At that time, the amounts by which the trailing-edge
alignment pawl 221 and the pair of jogger fences 225 push the bundle of sheets SB to align it are set to optimum values
according to the sheet size, the number of sheets, and the thickness of the bundle.
[0095] It is to be noted that, when the bundle of sheets SB is relatively thick, it occupies a larger area in the center-
folding path 243 with the remaining space therein reduced, and accordingly a single alignment operation is often insuf-
ficient to align it. Therefore, the number of alignment operations is increased in that case. Thus, the bundle of sheets
SB can be aligned fully. Additionally, as the number of sheets increases, it takes longer to stack multiple sheets one on
another upstream from the post-processing apparatus 2, and accordingly it takes longer before the post-processing
apparatus 2 receives a subsequent bundle of sheets. Consequently, the increase in the number of alignment operations
does not cause a loss time in the sheet processing system, and thus efficient and reliable alignment can be attained.
Therefore, the number of alignment operations may be adjusted according to the time required for the upstream process-
ing.
[0096] It is to be noted that the standby position of the movable fence 210 is typically positioned facing the saddle-
stapling position of the bundle of sheets SB or the stapling position of the saddle stapler S1. When aligned at that position,
the bundle of sheets SB can be stapled at that position without moving the movable fence 210 to the saddle-stapling
position of bundle of sheets SB. Therefore, at that standby position, a stitcher, not shown, of the saddle stapler S1 is
driven in a direction indicated by arrow b shown in FIG 13, and thus the bundle of sheets SB is stapled between the
stitcher and a clincher, not shown, of the saddle stapler S1.
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[0097] It is to be noted that the positions of the movable fence 210 and the trailing-edge alignment pawl 221 are
controlled with pulses of the fence HP detector 292 and the pawl HP detector 294, respectively. Positioning of the
movable fence 210 and the trailing-edge alignment pawl 221 is performed by a central processing unit (CPU) 111 of the
control circuit 110, shown in FIG 28, of the post-processing apparatus 2.
[0098] FIG 28 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the control circuit 110 of the sheet processing system
incorporating a micro computer including the CPU 111 and an input/output (I/O) interface 112.
[0099] In the control circuit 110, the CPU 111 performs various types of control according to signals received via the
I/O interface 112 from respective switches in an operation panel 113 of the image forming apparatus 1, a sensor group
130 including various sensors and detectors. The CPU 111 reads out program codes stored in a read only memory
(ROM), not shown, and performs various types of control based on the programs defined by the program codes using
a random access memory (RAM), not shown, as a work area and data buffer. The control circuit 110 includes a driver
111A, motor drivers 111B, 111C, and 112A, and a pulse module width (PWM) generator 112C, and communicates with
stepping motors 112B, solenoids 113A, direct current (DC) motors 113B, stepping motors 113C, and sensor groups 113D.
[0100] After stapled along the centerline in the state shown in FIG 13, the bundle of sheets SB is lifted to a position
where the saddle-stapling position thereof faces the folding plate 215 as the movable fence 210 moves upward as shown
in FIG 14 while the pair of lower transport rollers 206 does not press against the bundle of sheets SB. This position is
adjusted with reference to the position detected by the fence HP detector 292.
[0101] When the bundle of sheets SB is set at the position shown in FIG 14, the folding plate 215 approaches the nip
between the pair of folding rollers 230 as shown in FIG 15 and pushes toward the nip the bundle of sheets SB in a portion
around the staples binding the bundle in a direction perpendicular or substantially perpendicular to a surface of the
bundle of sheets SB. Thus, the bundle of sheets SB pushed by the folding plate 215 is folded in two and sandwiched
between the pair of folding roller 230 being rotating. While squeezing the bundle of sheets SB caught in the nip, the pair
of folding roller 230 transports the bundle of sheets SB. Thus, while squeezed and transported by the folding rollers 230,
the bundle of sheets SB is center-folded as a booklet SB. FIG 15 illustrates a state in which a folded leading edge of
the booklet SB is squeezed in the nip between the folding rollers 230.
[0102] [0100] After folded in two, referring to FIG 16, the booklet SB is transported by the folding rollers 230 downstream
and then discharged by the discharged rollers 231 to a subsequent stage. When the folded portion detector 293 detects
a trailing edge portion of the booklet SB, both the folding plate 215 and the movable fence 210 return to the respective
home positions. Then, the lower transport rollers 206 move to press against each other as a preparation for receiving
a subsequent bundle of sheets. Further, if the number and the size of sheets forming the subsequent bundle are similar
to those of the previous bundle of sheets, the movable fence 210 may move again to the position shown in FIG 12 and
wait there. The above-described control is performed also by the CPU 111 of the control circuit 110.
[0103] [0101] FIG 17 is a front view illustrating a configuration of the spine formation device 3 shown in FIG 10.
[0104] Referring to FIG 17, the spine formation device 3 includes the conveyance unit 31, the clamping unit, the contact
member, and the discharge unit disposed in that order in the sheet conveyance direction.
[0105] The conveyance unit 31 includes the vertically-arranged conveyance belts 311 and 312. Vertically-arranged
guide plates 315 and 316 and the vertically-arranged auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 together form an auxiliary
clamping unit 32. The pressure plates 325 and 326 together form the clamping unit. The discharge unit includes a
discharge guide plate 335 and the pair of discharge rollers 340 and 341 in FIG 17. It is to be note that the lengths of the
respective components are greater than the width of the bundle of sheets SB in a direction perpendicular to the surface
of paper on which FIG 17 is drawn.
[0106] The upper conveyance belt 311 and the lower conveyance belt 312 are respectively stretched around driving
pulleys 311b and 312b supported by swing shafts 311a and 312a and driven pulleys 311c and 312c disposed downstream
from the driving pulleys 311b and 312b. The driven pulleys 311c and 312c face each other via a transport centerline
301. A driving motor, not shown, drives the conveyance belts 311 and 312. The swing shafts 311a and 312a respectively
support the conveyance belts 311 and 312 swingably so that the gap between the driven pulleys 311c and 312c is
adjusted corresponding to the thickness of the booklet SA.
[0107] FIGS. 18A and 18B illustrate the conveyance unit 31 to transport the booklet SA using the vertically-arranged
conveyance belts 311 and 312 in further detail. FIGS. 18A and 18B illustrate an initial state of the spine formation device
3 and a state in which the bundle of sheets SB is transported therein, respectively.
[0108] As shown in these figures, the driving pulleys 311b and 312b are connected to the driven pulleys 311c and
312c with support plates 311d and 312d, respectively, and the conveyance belts 311 and 312 are respectively stretched
around the driving pulleys 311b and 312b and the driven pulleys 311c and 312c. With this configuration, the conveyance
belts 311 and 312 are driven by the driving pulleys 311b and 312b, respectively.
[0109] By contrast, rotary shafts of the driven pulleys 311c and 312c are connected by a link 313 formed with two
members connected movably with a connection shaft 313a, and a pressure spring 314 biases the driven pulleys 311c
and 312c to approach each other. The connection shaft 313a engages a slot 313b extending in the sheet conveyance
direction, formed in a housing of the spine formation device 3 and can move along the slot 313b. With this configuration,
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as the two members forming the link 313 attached to the driven pulleys 311c and 312c move, the connection shaft 313a
moves along the slot 313b as shown in FIG 18B, thus changing the distance between the driven pulleys 311c and 312c
corresponding to the thickness of the booklet SA while maintaining a predetermined or given pressure in a nip where
the conveyance belts 311 and 312 press against each other.
[0110] Additionally, a rack-and-pinion mechanism can be used to move the connection shaft 313a along the slot 313b,
and the position of the connection shaft 313a can be set by controlling a motor driving the pinion. With this configuration,
when the booklet SA is relatively thick, the distance between the driven pulleys 311c and 312c (hereinafter "transport
gap") can be increased to receive the booklet SA, thus reducing the pressure applied to the folded portion (folded leading-
edge portion) of the booklet SA by the conveyance belts 311 and 312 on the side of the driven pulleys 311c and 312c.
It is to be noted that, when power supply to the driving motor is stopped after the folded portion of the booklet SA is
sandwiched between the conveyance belts 311 and 312, the driven pulleys 311c and 312c can transport the booklet
SA sandwiched therebetween with only the elastic bias force of the pressure spring 314.
[0111] FIGS. 19A and 19B illustrate a conveyance unit 31A in which, instead of using the link 313, the swing shafts
311a and 312a engage sector gears 311e and 312e, respectively, and the sector gears 311e and 312e engaging each
other cause the driven pulleys 311c and 312c to move away from the transport centerline 301 symmetrically. FIGS. 19A
and 19B illustrate an initial state of the conveyance unit 31A and a state in which the booklet SA is transported therein,
respectively.
[0112] Also in this configuration, the size of the transport gap to receive the booklet SA can be adjusted by driving
one of the sector gears 311e and 312e with a driving motor including a decelerator similarly to the configuration shown
in FIGS. 18A and 18B.
[0113] As shown in FIG 17, the guide plates 315 and 316 are arranged symmetrically on both sides of the transport
centerline 301, adjacent to the driven pulleys 311c and 312c, respectively. The guide plates 315 and 316 respectively
include flat surfaces facing the transport path 302, extending from the transport nip to a position adjacent to the auxiliary
pressure plates 320 and 321, and the flat surfaces serve as transport surfaces. The upper guide plate 315 and the lower
guide plate 316 are attached to the upper auxiliary pressure plate 320 and the lower auxiliary pressure plate 321 with
pressure springs 317, respectively, biased to the transport centerline 301 elastically by the respective pressure springs
317, and can move vertically. Further, the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 are held by a housing of the spine
formation device 3 movably in the vertical direction in FIG 17. It is to be noted that, alternatively, the guide plates 315
and 316 may be omitted, and the booklet SA may be guided by only surfaces of the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and
321 facing the booklet SA.
[0114] The vertically-arranged auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 of the auxiliary clamping unit 32 approach and
move away from each other symmetrically about the transport centerline 301 similarly to the conveyance belts 311 and
312. A driving mechanism, not shown, provided in the auxiliary clamping unit 32 for this movement can use the link
mechanism used in the conveyance unit 31 or the connection mechanism using the rack and the sector gear shown
FIGS. 19A and 19B. A reference position used in detecting a displacement of the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321
can be set with the output from the auxiliary pressure plate HP detector SN3. Because the vertically-arranged auxiliary
pressure plates 320 and 321 and the driving unit, not shown, are connected with a spring similar to the pressure spring
314 in the conveyance unit 31, or the like, when the booklet SA is sandwiched by the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and
321, damage to the driving mechanism caused by overload can be prevented. The surfaces of the auxiliary pressure
plates 320 and 321 (e.g., pressure applying surfaces) that squeezes the booklet SA are flat surfaces in parallel to the
transport centerline 301.
[0115] The vertically-arranged pressure plates 325 and 326, serving as the clamping unit, approaches and moves
away from each other symmetrically about the transport centerline 301 similarly to the conveyance belts 311 and 312.
A driving mechanism to cause the pressure plates 325 and 326 to perform this movement can use the link mechanism
used in the conveyance unit 31 or the connection mechanism using the rack and the sector gear shown FIGS. 19A and
19B. A reference position used in detecting a displacement of the pressure plates 325 and 326 can be set with the output
from the pressure plate HP detector SN4. Other than the description above, the pressure plates 325 and 326 have
configurations similar the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 and operate similarly thereto, and thus descriptions
thereof are omitted. It is to be noted that a driving source such as a driving motor is requisite in the auxiliary clamping
unit 32 and the clamping unit although it is not requisite in the transport unit 30, and the driving source enables the
movement between a position to sandwich the booklet and a standby position away form the booklet SA. The surfaces
of the pressure plates 325 and 326 (e.g., pressure sandwiching surfaces) that sandwich the booklet SA are flat surfaces
in parallel to the transport centerline 301 similarly to the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321.
[0116] The contact plate 330 is disposed downstream from the pressure plates 325 and 326. The contact plate 330
and a mechanism, not shown, to move the contact plate 330 vertically in FIG 17 together form a contact unit. The contact
plate 330 moves vertically in the drawing to obstruct the transport path 302 and away from the transport path 302, and
a reference position used in detecting a displacement of the contact plate 330 can be set with the output from a contact
plate HP detector SN5. When the contact plate 330 is away from the transport path 302, a top surface of the contact
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plate 330 serves as a transport guide for the booklet SA. Therefore, the top surface of the contact plate 330 is flat, in
parallel to the sheet conveyance direction, that is, the transport centerline 301. For example, although not shown in the
drawings, the mechanism to move the contact plate 330 can include rack-and-pinions provided on both sides of the
contact plate 330, that is, a front side and a back side of the spine formation device 3, and a driving motor to drive the
pinions. With this configuration, the contact plate 330 can be moved vertically and set at a predetermined position by
driving the driving motor.
[0117] It is to be noted that the respective portions of the spine formation device 3 can be controlled by a CPU of a
control circuit of the spine formation device 2 that is similar to the control circuit 110, shown in FIG 28, of the post-
processing apparatus 2. Further, the control circuit 110 of the post-processing apparatus 2 and the control circuit of the
spine formation device 3 are connected serially to the control circuit of the image forming apparatus 1. The data relating
to the bundle of sheets from the image forming apparatus 1 is transmitted to the post-processing apparatus 2 and further
to the spine formation device 3, and the CPUs of the post-processing apparatus 2 and the spine formation device 3
perform control required for their operations and report the completion of the operations therein to the control circuit of
the image forming apparatus 1, respectively.
[0118] Referring to FIGS. 20 through 26, spine formation performed by the spine formation device 3 is described
below. The spine formation device 3 can flatten the spine of the booklet SA as well as the adj acent portions on the front
cover side and the bock cover side.
[0119] Referring to FIG 20, according to a detection signal of the booklet SA generated by an entrance sensor, not
shown, of the spine formation device 3 or the folded portion detector 293 (shown in FIG 11) of the post-processing
apparatus 2, the respective portions of the spine formation device 3 perform preparatory operations to receive the booklet
SA. In the preparatory operations, the pair of conveyance belts 311 and 312 starts rotating. Additionally, the upper
auxiliary pressure plate 320 and the lower auxiliary pressure plate 321 move to the respective home positions detected
by the auxiliary pressure plate HP detector SN3, move toward the transport centerline 301 until the distance (transport
gap) therebetween becomes a predetermined distance, and then stop at those positions. Similarly, the upper pressure
plate 325 and the lower pressure plate 326 move to the respective home positions detected by the pressure plate HP
detector SN4, move toward the transport centerline 301 until the distance (transport gap) therebetween becomes a
predetermined distance, and then stop at those positions.
[0120] It is to be noted that, because the pair of auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 as well as the pair of pressure
plates 325 and 326 are disposed and move symmetrically about the transport centerline 301, when only one of the
counterparts in the pair is detected at the home position, it is known that the other is at the home position as well.
Therefore, the auxiliary pressure plate HP detector SN3 and the pressure plate HP detector SN4 are disposed on only
one side of the transport centerline 301.
[0121] In addition, the contact plate moves to the position detected by the contact plate HP detector SN5 (home
position), further moves toward the transport centerline 301 a predetermined distance, and then stops at the position
shown in FIG 20, obstructing the transport path 302. This state before the booklet SA enters the spine formation device
3 is shown in FIG 17. In this state, the conveyance belts 311 and 312 are driven and the booklet SA forwarded by the
discharge rollers 231 of the post-processing apparatus 2 is transported by the conveyance belts 311 and 312 inside the
spine formation device 3 as shown in FIG 20.
[0122] Then, operation similar to that illustrated in FIGS. 9A through 9D regarding the first embodiment is performed.
More specifically, a target position, that is, the spine formation position (second position) at which the booklet SA is
clamped by the clamping unit 32 and flattened by the contact plate 330 is downstream from a position (e.g., an upstream
edge of the contact plate 330) at which the front end of the booklet SA contacts the contact plate 330 by the amount
necessary (deformation amount) for expanding the folded portion SA1 in the thickness direction to form a flat spine. The
distance from the position where the booklet SA is detected by the transport detector SN1 to the spine formation position
is hereinafter referred to as a predetermined transport distance.
[0123] After the transport detector SN1 detects the folded portion SA1 of the booklet SA, the conveyance belts 311
and 312 transport the booklet SA to the first position, which is downstream in the sheet conveyance direction from the
contact position with the contact plate 330 by the sum of the amount necessary for forming the spine and the amount
by which the booklet SA is reversed to cancel out the extra length (S2-S1). The extra length (S2-S1) equals the center
projection amount S.
[0124] Subsequently, the control circuit (shown in FIG 28) causes the conveyance unit 31 to reduce the pressure
between the conveyance belts 311 and 312, thereby reducing the projection amount of the inner sheet Sin of the booklet
SA. Then, the pressure between the conveyance belts 311 and 312 is again increased. The reduction in the pressure
to adjust the projection amount of the inner sheet Sin is within an extent that no gaps are created between sheets similarly
to the first embodiment. Subsequently, the conveyance belts 311 and 312 rotate in reverse to reverse the booklet SA
by the center projection amount S to cancel out the extra length (S2-S1), after which the operation illustrated in FIGS.
21 through 26 is performed.
[0125] It is to be noted that the predetermined transport distance is set corresponding to the data relating to the booklet
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SA such as the sheet thickness, the sheet size, the number of sheets, and the special sheet classification of the booklet SA.
[0126] When the booklet SA is stopped in the state shown in FIG 21, referring to FIG 22, the auxiliary pressure plates
320 and 321 start approaching the transport centerline 301, and the pair of guide plates 315 and 316 presses against
the booklet SA sandwiched therein with the elastic force of the pressure springs 317 initially. After the pair of guide plates
315 and 316 start applying a predetermined pressure to the booklet SA, the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 further
approach the transport centerline 301 to squeeze the booklet SA in the portion downstream form the portion sandwiched
by the guide plates 315 and 316 and then stop moving when the pressure to the booklet SA reaches a predetermine or
given pressure. Thus, the booklet SA is held with the predetermined pressure as shown in FIG 23. It is to be noted that
reference character SA4 represents a bulging portion of the booklet SA upstream from the folded leading edge. With
the folded leading-edge portion SA1 of the booklet SA pressed against the contact plate 330, the bulging portion SA4
upstream from the folded leading-edge portion SA1 is larger than that shown in FIG 22.
[0127] After the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 squeeze the booklet SA as shown in FIG 23, the pressure
plates 325 and 326 start approaching the transport centerline 301 as shown in FIG 24. With this movement, the bulging
portion SA4 is localized to the side of the folded leading-edge portion SA1, pressed gradually, and then deforms following
the shape of the space defined by the pair of pressure plates 325 and 326 and the contact plate 330. After this compressing
operation is completed, the folded portion SA1 of the booklet SA is flat following the surface of the contact plate 330,
and thus the flat spine SA2 is formed on the booklet SA. In addition, portions SA5 and SA6 on the front side (front cover)
and the back side (back cover) adjacent to the leading edge of the booklet SA are flattened as well. Thus, booklets
having square spines can be produced (shown in FIG 26).
[0128] Subsequently, as shown in FIG 26, the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321 and the pressure plates 325 and
326 move away from the booklet SAto predetermined or given positions (standby positions), respectively. The contact
plate 330 moves toward the home position and stops at a position where the top surface thereof guides the booklet SA.
[0129] After the auxiliary pressure plates 320 and 321, the pressure plates 325 and 326, and the contact plate 330
reach the respective standby positions, as shown in FIG 25, the conveyance belts 311 and 312 and the pair of discharge
rollers 340 and 341 start rotating, thereby discharging the booklet SA outside the spine formation device 3. Thus, a
sequence of spine formation operations is completed. The conveyance belts 311 and 312 and the pair of discharge
rollers 340 and 341 stop rotating after a predetermined time period has elapsed from the detection of the booklet SA by
the discharge detector N2. Simultaneously, the respective movable portions return to their home positions. When sub-
sequent booklets SA are sequentially sent form the post-processing apparatus 2, the time point at which the rotation of
the conveyance belts 311 and 312 and the discharge rollers 340 and 341 is stopped is varied according to the transport
state of the subsequent booklet SA. Additionally, it may be unnecessary to return the respective movable portions to
their home positions each time, and the position to receive the booklet SA may be varied according to the transport state
of and the data relating to the subsequent booklet SA. It is to be noted that the CPU of the above-described control
circuit performs these adjustments.

(Third embodiment)

[0130] FIG 27 illustrates a sheet processing system according to a third embodiment including a post-processing
apparatus 2A that is a so-called finisher.
[0131] In the third embodiment, the device to perform saddle-stapling and center folding is incorporated in the post-
processing apparatus 2A capable of other sheet processing such as sorting and punching of sheets, and the spine
formation device 3 forms the spine of booklets SA saddle-stapled and folded in two in the post-processing apparatus
2A. The configuration of the spine formation device 3 is identical or similar to that shown in FIG 17, and the configuration
of the center stapling and center-folding mechanism is identical or similar to that shown in FIG 11. Thus, descriptions
thereof are omitted.
[0132] The post-processing apparatus 2A includes an entrance path A along which sheets of recording media trans-
ported form an image forming apparatus 1 to the post-processing apparatus 2A are initially transported, a transport path
B leading from the entrance path A to a proof tray (not shown), a shift tray path C leading from the entrance path A to
a shift tray (not shown), a transport path D leading from the entrance path A to a edge-stapling tray F, a storage area E
disposed along the transport path D, and a saddle processing tray G disposed downstream from the edge-stapling tray
F in the sheet conveyance direction. The spine formation device 3 is connected to a downstream side of the post-
processing apparatus 2A in the sheet conveyance direction.
[0133] The edge-stapling tray F aligns multiple sheets and, as required, staples an edge portion of the aligned sheets
as a booklet SB. The booklet SB processed on the edge-stapling tray F are stored in the storage area E and then
transported to the edge-stapling tray F at a time. The sheets transported along the entrance path A or discharged from
the edge-stapling tray F are transported along the shift tray path C to the shift tray. The saddle processing tray G perform
folding and/or saddle-stapling, that is, stapling along a centerline, of the multiple sheets aligned on the edge-stapling
tray F into a booklet SA. Then, the spine formation device 3 flattens a folded edge (spine) of the booklet SA.
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[0134] It is to be noted that the post-processing apparatus 2A has a known configuration and performs known oper-
ations, which are briefly described below.
[0135] The sheets transported to the post-processing apparatus 2A to be stapled along its centerline are stacked on
the edge-stapling tray F sequentially. A jogger fence (not shown) aligns the sheets placed on the edge-stapling tray F
in a width direction or transverse direction, which is perpendicular to the sheet conveyance direction. Further, a roller
(not shown) pushes the sheets so that a trailing edge of the sheet contacts a back fence (not shown) disposed an
upstream side in the sheet conveyance direction while a release belt (not shown) rotates in reverse so that a leading
edge of the sheets is pressed by a back of a release pawl (not shown) disposed on a down stream side in the sheet
conveyance direction, and thus a bundle of sheets are aligned in the sheet conveyance direction. After the sheets are
aligned in the sheet conveyance direction as well as in the width direction, the release pawl and a pressure roller (not
shown) turn the bundle of sheets a relatively large angle along a guide roller (not shown) to the saddle processing tray G
[0136] Then, the bundle of sheets SB in the saddle processing tray G is further transported to a movable fence 210,
and a pair of saddle stapling fences 225 aligns the sheets in the width direction. Further, the trailing edge of the bundle
of sheets SB is pushed to an aligning pawl 221, and thus alignment in the sheet conveyance direction is performed.
After the alignment, the saddle stapler S1 staples the bundle of sheets along its centerline into a booklet SB as bookbinding.
Then, the movable fence 210 pushes a center portion (folded position) of the booklet SB to a position facing a folding
plate 215. The folding plate 215 moves horizontally in FIG 27, which is perpendicular to the sheet conveyance direction,
and a leading edge portion of the folding plate 215 pushes the folded position of the booklet SB between a pair of folding
rollers 230, thereby folding the booklet SB in two (booklet SA). Then, a pair of discharge rollers 231 forwards the folded
booklet SAto the spine formation device 3.
[0137] As the spine formation device 3 has a configuration identical or similar to that shown in FIGS. 17 through 19B
and performs operations identical or similarly to those shown in FIGS. 20 through 26, the similar descriptions are omitted.
[0138] It is to be noted that the driving mechanisms of the conveyance unit, the auxiliary clamping unit, the clamping
unit, and the contact member in the second and third embodiments are not limited to the above-described mechanisms,
and other known mechanisms can be used.
[0139] This patent application is based on Japanese Patent Application No. 2010-228824, filed on October 8, 2010,
in the Japan Patent Office.

Claims

1. A spine formation device (3; 300) for forming a spine of a bundle of folded sheets, the spine formation device (3;
300) comprising:

a sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) that conveys the bundle of folded sheets with a folded portion of the bundle forming
a front end portion of the bundle;
a clamping unit (325,326; 350) disposed downstream from the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) in a sheet conveyance
direction in which the bundle of folded sheets is transported,
the clamping unit (325,326; 350) movable in a direction of thickness of the bundle to clamp the bundle with the
folded portion of the bundle projecting from a downstream end of the clamping unit (325,326; 350) in the sheet
conveyance direction;
a spine forming member (330; 360) disposed downstream from the clamping unit (325,326; 350) in the sheet
conveyance direction to flatten the folded portion of the bundle into a square spine; and
a controller (110) operatively connected to the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) as well as the clamping unit (325,326;
350),
wherein the controller (110) causes the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) to transport the bundle of folded sheets to a
first position a predetermined distance downstream in the sheet conveyance direction from a second position
at which the bundle is clamped by the clamping unit (325,326; 350) and to reverse the bundle from the first
position to the second position before the clamping unit (325,326; 350) clamps the bundle.

2. The spine formation device (3; 300) according to claim 1, wherein the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) comprises a pair of
rotary members (Rer; 311,312) to press against the bundle of folded sheets from both sides in the direction of
thickness of the bundle, and
before the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) reverses the bundle from the first position to the second position, the pair of
rotary members (Rer; 311,312) of the sheet conveyer (Rer; 31) reduces a pressure applied to the bundle and are
again pressed against the bundle.

3. The spine formation device (3; 300) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the predetermined distance by which the
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bundle of folded sheets is reversed equals an amount to cancel out a difference between S1 and S2,
wherein S1 represents a difference in length between an inner circumference (L1i) and an outer circumference (L1)
of the folded portion of the bundle of folded sheets before flattened by the spine forming member (330; 360) and
S2 represents a difference in length between an inner circumference (L2i) and an outer circumference (L2) of the
folded portion of the bundle flattened by the spine forming member (330; 360).

4. The spine formation device (3; 300) according to any one of claims 1 through 3, wherein the second position is
downstream in the sheet conveyance direction from an upstream end of the spine forming member (330; 360) by
an amount necessary for forming the square spine, and
the first position is downstream by a sum of the amount necessary for forming the square spine and the predetermined
distance from the upstream end of the spine forming member (330; 360).

5. The spine formation device (3; 300) according to any one of claims 1 through 4, wherein spine forming member is
a roller (360) to apply pressure to the folded portion of the bundle while rolling on the folded portion of the bundle
longitudinally.

6. The spine formation device (3; 300) according to any one of claims 1 through 4, wherein spine forming member is
a contact member (330) having a flat contact surface against which the folded portion of the bundle is pressed.

7. A sheet processing system comprising:

an image forming apparatus (1);
a sheet processing apparatus (2) to fold a sheet; and
the spine formation device (3; 300) according to any one of claims 1 through 6.

8. A spine formation method used in a spine formation device (3; 300) including a clamping unit (325,326; 350) and a
spine forming member (330; 360) to flatten a folded portion of a bundle of folded sheets into a square spine,
the method comprising:

conveying the bundle of folded sheets with the folded portion of the bundle forming a front end portion of the
bundle to a first position a predetermined distance downstream in a sheet conveyance direction from a second
position at which the bundle is clamped;
reversing the bundle a predetermined distance from the first position to a second position in the sheet conveyance
direction;
clamping the bundle from both sides in a direction of thickness of the bundle with the folded portion of the bundle
projecting from a downstream end of the clamping unit (325,326; 350) in the sheet conveyance direction; and
flattening the folded portion of the bundle,
wherein the predetermined distance by which the bundle is reversed equals an amount to cancel out a difference
between S1 and S2,
wherein S1 represents a difference in length between an inner circumference (L1i) and an outer circumference
(L1) of the folded portion of the bundle that is not flattened by the spine forming member (330; 360) and S2
represents a difference in length between an inner circumference (L2i) and an outer circumference (L2) of the
folded portion of the bundle flattened by the spine forming member (330; 360).
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